
 
 
 
 

November 3, 2017 
 
To: Columbia Association Board of Directors 

CA Management 
 

From: Andrew C. Stack, Board Chair 
 
The Columbia Association Board of Directors Meeting will be held on Thursday, 
November 9, 2017 at Columbia Association headquarters, 6310 Hillside Court, Suite 100, 
Columbia, MD  21046 following adjournment of the Board Work Session. 
 

AGENDA 
  

1. Call to Order 5 min. 

 (a) Announce Directors/Senior Staff in Attendance  

 (b) Remind people of meeting being recorded/broadcast  

 (c) Read Five Civility Principles  

2. Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings Held/To Be Held 1 min. 

3. Approval of Agenda 1 min. 

4. Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest 1 min. 

5. Reports/Presentations  

 (a) Report from the CA Representatives to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of 
Directors 

 
5 min. 

 (b) Financial Reports - None  

6.  Board Discussion – Assessment Share – Cap on Cash Reserves 30 min. 

7. Board Action  

 (a) Consent Agenda  

  1. Approval of Minutes – October 26, 2017  

 (b) Board Votes  

  1. Assessment Share – Cap on Cash Reserves 5 min. 

8. Tracking Forms 5 min. 

 (a) Tracking Form for Board Requests  

 (b) Tracking Form for Resident Requests  

9. Talking Points 2 min. 

10. Entertain a motion to hold a closed meeting of the CA Board of Directors on 
November 27, 2017 following adjournment of the Board Operations 
Committee meeting. The meeting would be held under the Maryland 
Homeowners Association Act Section 11B-111(4)(i), Discussion of matters 
pertaining to employees and personnel. 

 
 
 
 
2 min. 

11. Entertain a motion to hold a closed meeting of the CA Board of Directors on 
December 14, 2017 following adjournment of the open meeting of the Board 
of Directors. The meeting would be held under the Maryland Homeowners 
Association Act Section 11B-111(4)(iii), Consultation with legal counsel on 
legal matters. 

 
 
 
 
2 min. 



12. Entertain a motion to hold a closed meeting of the CA Board of Directors on 
January 11, 2018 following adjournment of the open meeting of the Board of 
Directors. The meeting would be held under the Maryland Homeowners 
Association Act Section 11B-111(4)(iii), Consultation with legal counsel on 
legal matters. 

 
 
 
 
2 min. 

13. Adjournment – Anticipated Ending Time: Approximately 10:30 p.m. (assuming 
a start time of 9:30 p.m. following adjournment of the Board work session) 

 

 
Next Board Work Session and Meeting 

Thursday, December 14, 2017 – Board Work Session 
Thursday, December 14, 2017 – Board Meeting 

 
 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN INTERPRETER FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED CAN BE MADE BY 
CALLING 410-715-3111 AT LEAST THREE DAYS IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING. 
 

CA Mission Statement 
 
Working every day in hundreds of ways to make Columbia an even better place to live, work, and 
play. 
 

CA Vision Statement 
 
Making Columbia the community of choice today and for generations to come. 
 



Report from the Inner Arbor Trust       November, 2017 

 

This month the Trust’s main focus was on its 1st major for profit event, CarnEVIL.  A collaboration with 

Disaster Preparedness DC, this Halloween show spanned 10 nights, utilizing both the Chrysalis and the 

park that fronts on Little Patuxent Pwy.   

This was both a fundraiser and a learning experience.  Circumstances beyond our control disrupted our 

opening, and we cancelled the first weekend to correct the squirrel eaten electrical circuit and 

associated issues.  We reopened the following weekend and have had good attendance since. It was 

important to affirm the proof of concept that special events produced in the fall-winter shoulder season 

can produce significant operating revenue for the Trust.  We intend to vigorously pursue these 

opportunities. 

Another important concept affirmed was that these events could be successfully produced while 

adhering to high standards of safety and security.  We were able to control alcohol consumption by 

using best practices to check and monitor anyone consuming alcoholic beverages on site.  We were also 

able to control access to the site.   

Laurel based Jailbreak Brewing Company was a major sponsor and, based on this years’ experience, we 

hope to continue working with them, as well as with other strong local companies, to help monetize the 

Butterfly building.  

Lin Eagan 

Chair 

 

 

 

   



 
 
November 3, 2017 
 
To:  Columbia Association Board of Directors 
  Milton W. Matthews, President/CEO 
  
From:  Susan Krabbe, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer 
   
Cc:  Jane Dembner, Director of Planning and Community Affairs 

Lynn Schwartz, Director of Finance/Treasurer  
  Jackie Tuma, Director of Internal Audit 
 
Re: New Village Annual Charge Share Formula, Contingency Fund and Cash 

Reserves Cap 
 
At its October 26, 2017 meeting, the CA Board voted to approve the revised allocation formula 
recommended by the work team, with a three-year phase-in. The CA Board also voted to 
eliminate the contingency fund, dividing the balance 50/50 between CA and the village 
community associations, and that CA would pay the villages’ portions over three years. At its 
November 9 meeting, the CA Board will continue its discussion of other matters related to the 
annual charge formula, the contingency fund and excess cash reserves cap. 
 
Attached are two documents to assist with the November 9 discussion: 
 

1) CA staff’s question-and-answer exhibit provided as back-up for the October 26, 2017 
discussion. Please refer to the last page in that document, Exhibit E, for reserve 
calculations at various cap levels, using the existing reserve calculation formula. 

 
2) The Work Team Final Report dated September 21, 2017 

 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 
 

 

 

 
October 20, 2017 
 
 
To:  Members of the Columbia Association Board of Directors 
  Milton W. Matthews, President/CEO 
 
From:  Susan Krabbe, Vice President/CFO 
   
Cc:  Jane Dembner, Director of Planning & Community Affairs   
 
Subject: Village Allocation Formula and Contingency Fund 
 
 
At the Board of Directors meeting on October 12, 2017, certain Board members asked 
that staff prepare a question-and-answer exhibit to address the decisions before the 
Board relative to a phase-in of the proposed annual charge allocation formula; the 
existing contingency fund balance; and whether to have a contingency fund in the 
future.   
The attached exhibits are provided to help enable an informed decision on these 
matters. 
 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 

                      
                    

 
 



Village Allocation Formula and Contingency Fund FAQ’s 

 

1. Why is the Committee proposing a phase-in of the new formula impact?  

 The Committee feels a phase-in of the proposed allocation allows time for each 

Village to modify their spending and/or staffing plans gradually as opposed to all 

at once.  See Attachment A for the impact of the proposed phase-in on each 

Village and in total. 

2. What is the balance in the contingency fund, recognizing that it is not actually a cash 

fund, but rather a liability on CA’s balance sheet that was presumed to be payable for 

qualifying cash needs at a Village or Villages. 

 The balance in the contingency fund as of 10/18/17 is $417,236.  Under normal 

circumstances, CA would have billed the Villages for any Excess Cash on hand as 

of the end of FY2017, but these billings have been delayed pending decisions 

regarding the future of the contingency fund and its possible distribution.  See 

Attachment B for a complete schedule of calculated Excess Cash amounts for the 

last 5 years and the “pending” FY2017 amounts payable to CA from 8 of the 10 

Villages.   

i. The contingency fund balance would increase by $138,455 to $555,691 if a 

decision is made for CA to bill all Villages as “usual” for the calculated 

FY2017 excess cash amounts. 

ii. The contingency fund balance would increase by $60,929 to $478,165 if a 

decision is made to bill only the 6 Villages that are not negatively 

impacted by the new allocation formula.  (This is the FY19 Work Team’s 

Recommended Formula). 

iii. The contingency fund balance would remain at $417,236 if the FY2017 

excess cash amounts due are waived for all 10 villages. 

3. What have contingency funds been used for in the past? 

 See Attachment C for a list of contingency fund disbursements. 

4. Which Villages have contributed to the contingency fund; how much and when? 

 See Attachment D 

5. What is the impact of changing the Village operating reserve cap (i.e., the percentage of 

fiscal year operating expenses less depreciation that they are permitted to maintain in 

cash and/or investments) from the current 15% to:  See Attachment E 

 20%? 

 30%? 

 50%? 

6. How is the operating reserve calculation (15% of fiscal year expenses less depreciation) 

adjusted to derive the amount of cash and/or investments permitted to remain at the 

Villages? 

 The actual cash and/or investments that remain at the Villages each year after the 

excess cash reserves calculation is greater than just 15% of their fiscal year 



expenses because the computation takes into consideration certain working 

capital adjustments which increase permitted cash reserves.  There are liabilities 

such as payables and accrued payroll at year-end, so those known payable 

amounts are deducted from the cash on hand because they will soon be paid.  

Likewise, accounts receivable at year-end are added to the cash on hand because 

they are likely to soon be received.  A relatively large adjustment that each Village 

receives is that the deferred “revenue” from CA (the portion of annual charge 

allocation payments already received that relate to future months) are deducted 

from cash on hand before calculating any excess cash reserve balance.  Refer to 

the FY17 section of Attachment B to compare the actual cash/investments on 

hand at each village to the “adjusted cash/investments” amount.  It is the lower 

adjusted cash/investments amount that is compared to 15% of operating 

expenses to calculate excess cash reserves. 

 

 

7. How much cash on hand does a Village need? 

 Business advisors will generally say “3 to 6 months of operating expenses” but 

they also say that it depends on historical spending patterns, future projections of 

spending and the stage of your business (i.e., start-ups require more cash to cover 

their high risk).  The cash on hand amounts as of 4/30/17 at the Villages were 

between 5 and 7 months of operating expenses.  Given that CA pays for capital 

investments, the majority of repairs and maintenance on the facilities, and the 

fact that actual historical spending patterns do not indicate a need for more cash, 

the balances are certainly in line with business advisor guidance.   

 



ATTACHMENT A

Impact of Phase-In Over 3 Years
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Phase-In of Proposed Formula Allocation

Proposed FY19 Phase-In Base $269,884 $343,233 $271,976 $263,897 $406,389 $355,874 $306,658 $258,022 $265,392 $355,482

with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* $277,926 $353,461 $280,081 $271,761 $418,499 $366,479 $315,796 $265,711 $273,300 $366,075 $3,189,090

increase (decrease) before any inflation increase ($1,358) ($7,452) $3,654 $1,822 $35,682 ($18,947) ($4,613) $2,042 $2,730 ($12,094)  

Proposed FY20 Phase-In Base $268,526 $335,781 $275,630 $265,719 $442,070 $336,927 $302,044 $260,063 $268,121 $343,388

with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* $276,528 $345,787 $283,843 $273,637 $455,244 $346,967 $311,045 $267,813 $276,111 $353,621 $3,190,597

increase (decrease) before any inflation increase ($1,358) ($7,452) $3,654 $1,822 $35,682 ($18,947) ($4,613) $2,042 $2,730 ($12,094)

Proposed FY21 Phase-In Base $267,168 $328,329 $279,284 $267,540 $477,752 $317,980 $297,431 $262,105 $270,851 $331,294

with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* $275,129 $338,113 $287,606 $275,513 $491,989 $327,456 $306,294 $269,915 $278,922 $341,166 $3,192,105

increase (decrease) before any inflation increase ($1,358) ($7,452) $3,654 $1,822 $35,682 ($18,947) ($4,613) $2,042 $2,730 ($12,094)

* Inflation factor shown as 2.98% for illustrative purposes - actual rate may change



ATTACHMENT B

DORSEY'S 

SEARCH

HARPER'S 

CHOICE

HICKORY 

RIDGE

KINGS 

CONTRIVANCE LONG REACH

OAKLAND 

MILLS OWEN BROWN RIVER HILL TOWN CENTER WILDE LAKE TOTAL

FY13:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 140,556$       260,216$       125,547$       136,633$          233,091$       258,363$       187,039$       182,310$       219,385$       249,381$       1,992,521$  

(a) ADJUSTED CASH AND INVESTMENTS 48,531$         67,223$         46,384$         47,949$            66,888$         94,563$         81,619$         52,477$         55,447$         78,380$         639,461$      

EXCESS CASH (TO CONTINGENCY FUND) -$               -$               -$               1,354$              -$               -$               25,786$         -$               -$               -$               27,140$        

FY14:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 167,068$       228,748$       137,606$       189,887$          240,339$       276,700$       181,996$       198,317$       251,137$       276,132$       2,147,929$  

(a) ADJUSTED CASH AND INVESTMENTS 67,974$         38,289$         56,649$         92,103$            75,826$         112,363$       65,012$         64,857$         77,128$         110,467$       760,667$      

EXCESS CASH (TO CONTINGENCY FUND) -$               -$               4,453$           45,727$            -$               30,781$         5,749$           -$               3,607$           24,245$         114,562$      

FY15:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 151,678$       287,478$       157,888$       197,518$          268,358$       254,603$       234,029$       199,852$       257,131$       273,856$       2,282,391$  

(a) ADJUSTED CASH AND INVESTMENTS 54,457$         71,968$         59,021$         87,131$            77,542$         64,953$         121,253$       66,282$         75,317$         100,274$       778,199$      

EXCESS CASH (TO CONTINGENCY FUND) 896$               -$               3,586$           35,845$            -$               -$               67,475$         -$               -$               15,348$         123,150$      

FY16:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 167,651$       317,397$       195,765$       172,345$          321,301$       284,404$       163,651$       207,177$       257,305$       284,073$       2,371,068$  

(a) ADJUSTED CASH AND INVESTMENTS 53,559$         94,657$         76,418$         76,712$            108,130$       82,390$         67,329$         60,044$         81,626$         107,185$       808,049$      

EXCESS CASH (TO CONTINGENCY FUND) -$               -$               19,059$         24,166$            -$               -$               10,071$         -$               2,052$           -$               55,348$        

FY17:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 174,054$       347,402$       194,079$       178,247$          372,747$       301,105$       188,811$       210,749$       321,461$       314,579$       2,603,234$  

(a) ADJUSTED CASH AND INVESTMENTS 56,241$         132,664$       $        92,660* 73,787$            132,555$       107,179$       66,822$         60,182$         84,204$         110,134$       916,428$      

CALCULATED (PERMITTED) OPERATING RESERVE 56,241$         115,377$       54,760$         57,130$            111,370$       85,833$         62,392$         71,803$         82,420$         92,268$         789,594$      

EXCESS CASH (TO CONTINGENCY FUND - pending) -$               17,287$         $        37,900* 16,657$            21,185$         21,346$         4,430$           -$               1,784$           17,866$         138,455$      

Source:

Villages' Year-end Performance Reports and Board-approved Fourth Quarter Financial Statements -  FY13 through FY17

Notes:

(a) Adjusted Cash and Investments represent the villages' cash and investment accounts +/- accruals for accounts payable, security deposits, accrued liabilities, deferred revenue, accounts receivable and prepaid expenses.

* Subsequent to issuance of the FY17 Year-end Performance Report, the Hickory Ridge Board of Directors approved revised financial statements in which the adjusted cash and investments and excess cash both decreased by $13,750.

Village Excess Cash History

As of Fiscal Year Ending April 30



ATTACHMENT C

Date Village Description Amount

11/14/00 Harper's Choice Payment to Singer Group for compensation study (10,700.00)   

03/06/01 Harper's Choice Payment to Singer Group for compensation study (5,350.00)     

07/23/01 Hickory Ridge Grant to offset loss of rental income during construction (14,000.00)   

04/30/02 Harper's Choice Grant to offset lost income and expenses related to facility renovations (15,000.00)   

11/19/07 Payment to Singer Group for compensation study (10,500.00)   

01/28/08 Payment to Singer Group for compensation study (10,700.00)   

04/30/08 Oakland Mills Reimbursement for Web site design (6,000.00)     

04/30/08 Dorsey's Search Reimbursement for Web site design (4,395.00)     

04/30/08 Harper's Choice Reimbursement for Web site design (6,000.00)     

06/24/08 Town Center Reimbursement for Web site design (5,242.00)     

07/22/08 Long Reach Reimbursement for Web site design (5,000.00)     

10/06/08 Wilde Lake Reimbursement for Web site design (6,000.00)     

11/19/08 Kings Contrivance Reimbursement for Web site design (6,000.00)     

12/11/08 Hickory Ridge Reimbursement for Web site design (6,000.00)     

01/16/09 Long Reach Reimbursement for Web site design (1,000.00)     

04/06/10 River Hill Reimbursement for Web site design (3,500.00)     

08/10/10 River Hill Reimbursement for Web site design (782.50)        

06/05/12 River Hill Financial assistance (10,000.00)   

12/01/15  Joint village compensation study (32,850.00)   

03/11/16 Hickory Ridge Legal fees re:online voting (1,683.00)     

Total payments from contingency fund (160,702.50) 

Average payments from contingency fund (20 payments total) (8,035.13)     

Average per year (18 year period) (8,927.92)     

Columbia Association

Village Contingency Fund

Average payments FY00 - FY17

C:\Users\mschwartz\Documents\Book1

Average pay out



ATTACHMENT D

VILLAGE CONTINGENCY FUND CONTRIBUTIONS

FY 2000 THROUGH FY 2017  

 

DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA TOTAL

FY 2000 6,388.00 13,895.00 1,559.00 500.00 16,193.00 13,248.00 18,920.42 70,703.42

FY 2001 24,087.66 14,847.48 7,207.00 12,979.00 59,121.14

FY 2002  52,149.00 52,149.00

FY 2003  52,346.00 2,270.00 54,616.00

FY 2004  7,301.00 7,301.00

FY 2005  3,291.00 3,291.00

FY 2006  3,611.00 6,651.00 10,262.00

FY 2007  5,930.00 5,930.00

FY 2008    0.00

FY 2009  25,089.00 21,421.00 46,510.00

FY 2010  0.00

FY 2011  4,808.00 1,418.00 6,226.00

FY 2012 1,223.00  3,978.02 11,513.00 11,868.00 28,582.02

FY 2013 625.00  12,680.00 5,093.00 12,446.00 30,844.00

FY 2014  1,354.00 25,786.00 27,140.00

FY 2015  4,453.00 45,727.00 30,781.00 5,749.00 3,607.00 24,245.00 114,562.00

FY 2016  3,586.00 35,845.00 67,475.00 15,348.00 122,254.00

FY2017  19,059.00 24,166.00 10,071.00 2,052.00 55,348.00

Total Contributions 25,935.66 24,821.48 68,898.00 96,336.00 32,381.02 128,816.00 88,557.00 136,958.00 36,525.00 55,611.42 694,839.58

Average Annual Contribution 1,440.87 1,378.97 3,827.67 5,352.00 1,798.95 7,156.44 4,919.83 7,608.78 2,029.17 3,089.52 38,602.20



ATTACHMENT E

(Based on FY2017 Operating Expenses) Dorsey's Search Harper's Choice Hickory Ridge Kings Contrivance Long Reach Oakland Mills Owen Brown River Hill Town Center Wilde Lake Total

Fiscal Year Expenses (excl depreciation) 369,342$             690,156$             365,070$         366,534$                  742,467$        572,218$          401,614$        478,687$        534,135$        583,005$        

15% CAP 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

Operating Reserve 55,401$               103,523$             54,761$           54,980$                    111,370$        85,833$            60,242$          71,803$          80,120$          87,451$          765,484$      

Fiscal Year Expenses (excl depreciation) 369,342$             690,156$             365,070$         366,534$                  742,467$        572,218$          401,614$        478,687$        534,135$        583,005$        

20% CAP 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Operating Reserve $73,868 $138,031 $73,014 $73,307 $148,493 $114,444 $80,323 $95,737 $106,827 $116,601 1,020,646$  

Fiscal Year Expenses (excl depreciation) 369,342$             690,156$             365,070$         366,534$                  742,467$        572,218$          401,614$        478,687$        534,135$        583,005$        

30% CAP 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Operating Reserve 110,803$             207,047$             109,521$         109,960$                  222,740$        171,665$          120,484$        143,606$        160,241$        174,902$        1,530,968$  

Fiscal Year Expenses (excl depreciation) 369,342$             690,156$             365,070$         366,534$                  742,467$        572,218$          401,614$        478,687$        534,135$        583,005$        

50% CAP 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Operating Reserve 184,671$             345,078$             182,535$         183,267$                  371,234$        286,109$          200,807$        239,344$        267,068$        291,503$        2,551,614$  

Difference between 15% and 20% 18,467$               34,508$               18,254$           18,327$                    37,123$          28,611$            20,081$          23,934$          26,707$          29,150$          255,161$      

Difference between 15% and 30% 55,401$               103,523$             54,761$           54,980$                    111,370$        85,833$            60,242$          71,803$          80,120$          87,451$          765,484$      

Difference between 15% and 50% 129,270$             241,555$             127,775$         128,287$                  259,863$        200,276$          140,565$        167,540$        186,947$        204,052$        1,786,130$  

Difference between 20% and 30% 36,934$               69,016$               36,507$           36,653$                    74,247$          57,222$            40,161$          47,869$          53,414$          58,301$          510,323$      

Difference between 30% and 50% 73,868$               138,031$             73,014$           73,307$                    148,493$        114,444$          80,323$          95,737$          106,827$        116,601$        1,020,646$  

A 1% change in the CAP = $51,032 based on current operating expense levels.

VILLAGE OPERATING RESERVE CALCULATIONS AT VARIOUS CAP LEVELS



 

 
 
 
 
Date:  September 21, 2017 

To:  Columbia Association Board of Directors (CA Board) 

From: Jane Dembner, AICP, Director of Planning and Community Affairs on 
Behalf of the Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Work Team) 

Subject: Work Team Final Report 

 

Attached please find the Work Team’s final report and recommendations for the CA 

Board’s consideration. The Work Team members will be on hand at the CA Board’s 

September 28, 2017 meeting and will be prepared to make a short presentation to 

highlight the changes we have made to our June draft recommendations.  

Please note that the body of the report and associated spreadsheets are only 15 pages in 

length. Following this, there is a compilation of the village association comments and the 

Work Team’s responses, followed by the full comments received from the ten village 

associations.  Thank you. 



September 21, 2017 

Assessment Share Formula – Work Team’s Final Report and Recommendations 

Overview of Update Review Process and Timeline  
This report provides the proposed assessment share methodology and the resulting 
recommendations of the Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Work Team) for consideration 
by the Columbia Association Board of Directors (CA Board). It is supplemented by five 
appendices, which follow the body of the report. 

The Work Team was charged with reviewing and evaluating the current Assessment Share 
Formula and proposing an updated formula. In addition, the Work Team was charged with 
reviewing the Contingency Fund and recommending changes to it and cash reserve caps, as 
needed.  

The Work Team was chaired by CA’s Director of Planning and Community Affairs and was 
comprised of Craig Barton and Kristin Shulder, village managers for Owen Brown and Wilde 
Lake village associations, respectively; and Lynn Schwartz, CA’s Director of Finance/Treasurer 
and Julie Goad, CA’s Treasury Operations Manager.  

The Work Team was charged with preparing recommendations for consideration as part of the 
FY19/20 budget process. The Work Team began work in November 2016 and met 
approximately 20 times to discuss the existing formula, develop a revised approach and prepare 
recommendations. 

The Work Team presented draft recommendations to the CA Board on June 22, 2017 and to the 
village managers on June 23rd. Later in June, representatives of the Work Team presented the 
same recommendations to a joint meeting of the village board chairs. At the invitation of River 
Hill, the Work Team also presented the recommendations to the River Hill Board in early July. 

The Work Team requested that the village boards provide written comments and suggestions 
on the draft formula by August 15, 2017 so that the Work Team could consider the comments 
and prepare a final recommendation to the CA Board in September prior to the scheduled 
September 28, 2017 work session. All ten village boards submitted written comments. The 
Work Team reviewed these comments, compiled them by topic and responded to them. This is 
documented in Appendix D. The full written comments from the villages are included in 
Appendix E. 

Current Formula Overview and History 
The formula is used to calculate the amount of funds provided annually to each village 
association. This annual funding supplements revenue earned by each association from the 
management and rental of CA’s community and neighborhood buildings as well as association 
programming fees.  

The last update to the allocation formula was approved by the CA Board in July 2012 and went 
into effect the following fiscal year (FY14). When approved by the CA Board, it was with the 
recommendation that the formula be reviewed/updated in five years.  

1 



September 21, 2017 

Contingency Fund Overview  
The purpose of the Contingency Fund is to address the exceptional needs of an association or a 
one-time expense shared by a majority of the associations. It is funded by contributions from 
the associations’ excess funds: any unspent association funds greater than 15 percent of the 
previous year's operating expenses, as specified in the Management Contract, are remitted to 
CA and added to the Contingency Fund. The amount in the Contingency Fund through FY16 was 
$417,000 and, it has been used only four times in the last five years and only seven times in the 
last ten years, total.  CA recently received all the yearend financials from the village 
associations, which include the calculation of the any excess cash that would be added to the 
Contingency Fund.  Although not yet collected by CA, this additional excess cash from FY17 
would increase the Contingency Fund to approximately $550,000. 

Recap of June 2017 Proposed Formula Approach 
After evaluating the current formula, the Work Team found that the method by which the 
funds are currently allocated needed to be revised. The existing formula is complex. In addition, 
the Work Team found that the current formula focuses too heavily on facilities, rather than the 
village associations’ main purpose, namely enhancing/building a sense of community cohesion 
(events, resident services and information exchange), elections, and covenant enforcement. At 
the same time, the current formula uses potential income generation as a reduction to a village 
association’s potential share, thus functioning, unintentionally, as a disincentive for productivity 
rather than an incentive. With this in mind, the Work Team drafted a new formula that 
separates out the two unique aspects of a village association’s work: the mission/association 
functions and the facility management related functions.  

In June 2017, the Work Team proposed a formula comprised of these two parts: a 
Mission/Association Share; and a Facility Share/Credit. The Mission/Association Share are funds 
needed to carry out the mission of the village associations. This amount is designed to be the 
larger of the two parts, since income generation from mission-related activities is relatively 
minor, and it considers the total operational cost of an association. On the other hand, the 
Facility Share/Credit is a subsidy allocated to the village associations by CA to help defray some 
of the costs associated with the management of CA community buildings. The Facility 
Share/Credit is proposed to be a much smaller amount, since any income generated from the 
rental of facilities is maintained by each village association and, in turn, covers much of the 
costs incurred. The subsidy allows for the villages associations to provide free or reduced rental 
space for various civic groups and annual charge-paying residents of Columbia.   

Recommendations/Overview of Refined Proposed Formula – September 2017 
From June through August, the Work Team received questions and comments from the CA 
Board, village boards, and village managers. Overall, the comments from the different entities 
included expressions of appreciation for the diligence of the Work Team and the development 
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of a simplified formula. The detailed comments covered a wide array of issues and ideas from 
questions about data sources and calculations to ideas for other factors or approaches that 
might be included. The comments from the village associations are fully documented in the 
appendix.  

Based on the comments and the Work Team’s continued review of the potential formula 
variables and associated available data, the final recommendations of the Work Team and 
changes from the June draft approach are highlighted below.  

Changes to the Proposed Formula Explained 

Base Amount. This is designed to cover the fixed or base amount of mission-related expenses 
of each village association regardless of size. It is calculated from the expenses of each village 
association in the following categories: fees, operating and business expenses, insurance 
(directors & officers insurance only), other printing, donations, taxes, and furniture and fixtures 
(only 1/2). The high and low village association expenditure from each category was removed 
and an average from the remaining eight village associations was calculated. All the averages 
were then added together to determine a base amount. 

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations: No changes to the 
formula. However, since FY17 data became available over the summer, the Work Team used 
the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s 
yearend financial statements rather than using one year of data.  See Appendix A for each 
year’s figures based on the above calculations for each of the individual years and the three-
year average.  

Village Manager Credit. Under the proposed formula, each village association is allotted the 
cost of a Village Manager as determined by the village associations-contracted consultant 
Salary Study. The amount used is calculated at the 50th percentile, plus 401K and taxes. 

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations: No change from the June 
proposal, which already included a three percent increase from the 2016 Salary Study. The 
study was completed in 2016 and several village comments suggested that these figures should 
be adjusted to bring them up to the current year level, with an inflation factor of three percent. 
In fact, the Work Group had already increased the 2016 figures by three percent in the June 
proposal but simply forgot that we had done that at the time of the early summer 
presentations. See Appendix B for these figures from the salary study as increased by the three 
percent inflation factor.  

Covenant Credit. This is based on the total number of all properties, in each village, which pay 
the annual charge. This was calculated by first determining the average number of properties 
per village divided by the 50th percentile of a full-time Covenant Advisor salary, plus 401k and 
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taxes. This provides a result of that is then multiplied by the village’s total number of properties 
paying the annual charge.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  No change to the 
Covenant Advisor’s package, since a three percent increase to inflate the 2016 salary number 
was already part of the June proposal. The Work Team did use the recently available FY17 
property assessment billing data that became available over the summer. The July 2017 data is 
reported differently than previous years, due to very recent efforts by CA’s finance department 
to validate the village designation of each property in the CA annual charge system. The change 
in July 2017 primarily impacts Town Center but also accounts for any changes in the number of 
assessed properties by village. The most significant change was that certain commercial 
properties that had been identified as being in Town Center were removed since those 
properties are not annexed by Town Center Community Association (for instance the mall and 
other Downtown commercial properties).  

Population Credit. To account for the variances in the estimated population of each village, a 
credit is proposed to cover the cost of Special Events and Newsletters (communications). The 
formula includes the average expenditures for these two items per village association, after 
removing the high and low. When divided by the average population of a village, this result is 
then multiplied by each village’s population (2017 estimate), resulting in the amount of the 
credit.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  The Work Team’s revised 
formula now uses the county’s most recent methodology for estimating village population. 
These estimates are as of summer 2017 and resulted in an increased estimate of the total 
village population. The Work Team recommends using these as they are the most up-to-date 
population estimates by village available at this time.  This was brought to the Work Team’s 
attention by Dorsey’s Search. The population estimates used by the Work Team as part of the 
June recommended formula are based on the demographics work done by CA with consultant 
assistance and in concert with the county and the State of Maryland based on estimated 
population by village based on the 2010 US Census and then adjusted to estimate 2017. The 
newly provided estimates created by Howard County use the actual number of housing units by 
type in each village as of June 2017 (based on the Department of Planning and Zoning housing 
unit geo-referenced database) and then applies a vacancy rate and a persons per household 
factor to yield the estimated population by village. Either is a rational model. Both result in 
estimates of population. After consulting with the county, we have re-estimated the population 
by village using the more recent county method. The county has reviewed our work and 
concurs with the resulting estimates. 

The village expenditure information was updated from the FY16 dataset to the three-year 
average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s yearend financial 
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statements rather than using one year of data. See Appendix A for each year’s figures based on 
the above calculations for each of the individual years and the three-year average. 

Facility Credit/Share. The total expenses for Janitorial Expense & Wages, Utilities and Repairs & 
Maintenance divided by the total square footage of all the facilities yields a per square foot 
expenditure. This amount was then multiplied by the total square footage of the Community 
and Neighborhood Centers for each village.  

Changes from Draft June Formula to September Recommendations:  Updated to include the 
addition of 880 square feet to Dorsey’s Search Meeting Room, which changed the total square 
footage of all CA community and neighborhood buildings from 109,633 to 110,513 and resulted 
in a slight change (a few cents) to the square foot multiplier. This was brought to the Work 
Team’s attention by Dorsey’s Search. The total expenditure was updated from the FY16 data set 
to the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-17) as documented in each village’s 
yearend financial statements rather than using one year of data.  See Appendices A-1, A-2 and 
A-3 for each year’s figures based on the above calculations for each of the individual years and 
the three-year average. 

Changes to the Work Team’s Other Recommendations 

Phase-In: No change to the June recommendation. The Work Team continues to recommend 
that the new formula amount by village be phased in over three-years, with phase-in of equal 
amounts (33%) per year (FY19-FY21) to help villages adjust to the new share amount. 

Employer Paid Benefits: No change to original recommendation. The Work Team recommends 
that CA continue to pay for the employer-paid benefits for health, short-term disability and life 
insurance for village association employees. This is done outside and in addition to the 
Assessment Share Formula amount.  

Property Standards Evaluation (PSE): No change to the Work Team’s June recommendation. If 
the Contingency Fund is disbursed and the excess cash reserve cap raised or eliminated, The 
Work Team does not believe there is any need for a separate or additional fund for this activity 
and does not recommend it. The Work Team recommends that when a village seeks to 
undertake a PSE, that it plan for and do so at its own expense based on its budget priorities. 

Formula Review Schedule: No change to the Work Team’s June recommendation. The Work 
Team continues to recommend that the formula’s variables, i.e., village population, the number 
of annual charge paying properties per village, and square footage of CA neighborhood and 
community buildings located in each village be reviewed and updated every two years. The 
entire formula should be reviewed and evaluated by no later than FY24, or in five years, in time 
for inclusion in the subsequent two year budget cycle of FY25/26. 
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Where the Work Team Could Not Find Common Ground 

The Work Team worked extremely well and collaboratively throughout this 10-month process. 
There was a sense of shared responsibility and the team worked to develop a better formula 
and one that was easy to understand, calculate and justify.  We believe our recommended new 
formula is a substantial improvement and is transparent and easy to maintain and update over 
time. 

On two points that are outside the formula, the Contingency Fund disbursement and the excess 
cash reserve cap, the group was not able to come to agreement given the different 
perspectives of the village associations as expressed in their comments this summer and 
Columbia Association management views.   

• The village associations would like to see the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 
either among the ten villages only or eleven ways between CA and the villages and see 
the excess cash cap eliminated.  

• CA would like to have the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 50 percent to CA and the 
remaining 50 percent disbursed among the ten villages. CA would also agree to see the 
excess cash reserve cap increased from 15 percent to 30 percent, but not removed 
altogether.  

An Alternative Approach – The Third Way – For Contingency Fund Distribution and FY17/18 
Cash Reserves 

The Work Team also offers another approach for CA Board consideration related to the 
interconnected issue of Contingency Fund distribution and the amount of village cash reserve 
caps for FY17 (last year) and FY18 (current year).  This alternative approach would result in 
considerable amount of funding that the villages can retain in a rainy day fund for unusual or 
unanticipated expenditures or use in FY19 for to ease the transition to the new formula. 

The Work Team’s alternative approach is that the Contingency Fund distribution 
recommendation would remain as recommended in June – that the fund be eliminated and 
that the fund balance be allocated equally between CA and the village associations (50 percent 
to CA and 50 percent to the villages), with each village receiving an equal amount.  Further, in 
this alternative, this distribution would be protected on a go-forward basis and excluded from 
any future excess cash calculation. Each village would account for these funds in a separate 
rainy day fund that could be used at their discretion including for unusual or unanticipated 
expenditures.   

In addition, to help ease the effects of the new formula, this alternative includes the 
recommendation that any village receiving a smaller allocation of annual funds under the new 
formula than under the existing formula (comparing the proposed new formula results for FY18 
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as compared to the FY18 allocation under the existing formula), would be permitted to retain 
FY17 excess cash above 15 percent to lessen the impact of the reduced funding.  

Further, this FY17 excess cash amount would be protected, in the same manner as the 
distributed Contingency Funds, on a go-forward basis and excluded for any future excess cash 
calculations. Each village would also account for these funds in the same rainy day fund as the 
distributed Contingency Funds.  

For FY18, regardless of the year-end cash and reserve balances, this alternative recommends 
that no excess cash remittances for the amounts above 15 percent be required of the village 
associations. This would be a one-time exclusion and could, depending on each village’s 
operating results, provide cash availability to villages during the first year of the transition to 
the new formula. The FY18 excess cash amounts would not be protected or excluded from the 
excess cash calculation at the end of FY19 and subsequent periods.   

The table below shows financial impact of this alternative for each village. 

 

  

Alternative Approach for Contingency Fund Distribution; FY17 and FY18 Cash Reserves

FY17 Waiver 
Amount

50/50 
Contingency 

Fund Split
Sub-Total

DSCA 24,738$         24,738$       
HCCA 17,287$                24,738$         42,025$       
HRCA 24,738$         24,738$       
KCCA 24,738$         24,738$       
LRCA 24,738$         24,738$       

OMCA 21,346$                24,738$         46,084$       
OBCA 4,430$                   24,738$         29,168$       
RHCA 24,738$         24,738$       
TCCA 24,738$         24,738$       
WLCA 17,866$                24,738$         42,604$       

CA 247,380$       247,380$     
Total 60,929$                494,760$       555,689$     

* to be calculated at FY18 yearend

N/A
TBD*

TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*

Incentive: Each village would 
retain all excess cash reserves 
from FY18 to use during FY19 

during transition to new formula

FY18 Waiver Amount*

TBD*
TBD*
TBD*
TBD*

Excluded From Excess Cash Calculation In 
Perpetuity - Each Village to Establish Rainy 

Day Fund to Manage This One-Time 
Distribution
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Board Decision Needed on Cash Reserve Cap for FY19 and Beyond 

This issue is still unresolved and the Work Team was not able to come to a joint 
recommendation for the Board’s consideration.  

Village Position: The villages’ desire is to lift the cap on how much cash they can retain and to 
have the freedom to manage their operations and to have cash reserves for unintended 
expenditures, costly projects or programs that happen only once every few years, or for 
emergencies. 

CA Staff Position: Given that the above recommended cash reserve waivers for FY17 and FY18 
in the Alternative Approach and the Contingency Fund distribution will result in substantial cash 
amounts for the village associations, CA Staff supports the excess cash reserve cap for FY19 and 
beyond remain as recommended in June – increasing from the current level of 15 percent to 30 
percent – and that any excess be returned to CA to help defray the investments that CA makes 
on behalf of the villages including health insurance payments, building repairs and 
maintenance, covenant legal fees, and the funding for the Covenants Administrator position, 
which, together in FY17, equaled approximately $785,000.  

Appendix C includes cash balances and reserves for each village through year end FY17 (April 
30, 2017). 

Results 

The recommended assessment share formula results spreadsheet is included on the next page, 
which documents the new formula and results, the difference from the existing formula results, 
and the recommended three-year phase. Additional information is included in the appendices, 
which are attached to this report. 
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Sept. 2017 Proposed Assessment Share Formula - Recommended by the Assessment Share Work Team - Using FY15-17 (3-Year Avg.) Expense Data

Proposed Mission/Association Share DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total
Base Amount 38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        38,679$        

Village Manager Credit 91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        91,793$        

Number of Village Properties 2075 2259 3127 2793 5071 2551 3327 2270 1007 2192 26,672
Advisor package divided by 2667 22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          22.18$          

Covenant Credit 46,024$        50,105$        69,357$        61,949$        112,475$      56,581$        73,793$        50,349$        22,335$        48,619$        

County Population Estimate 7327 8400 12087 10336 15648 9078 10424 6183 4687 6543 90,713
 Events & Newsletter Avg. divided by 9,071 3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            3.91$            

Population Credit 28,649$        32,844$        47,260$        40,414$        61,184$        35,495$        40,758$        24,176$        18,326$        25,583$        
Total Association Share 205,144$     213,421$     247,089$     232,835$     304,130$     222,548$     245,023$     204,996$     171,133$     204,674$     2,250,993$  

Proposed Facility Credit
Total Square Footage 8076 14962 4192 4519 22607 12426 6824 7436 12984 16487 110513

Jan., Util. and Repairs/Main divided by Sq. Ft. 7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            7.68$            
Total Facility Credit 62,024$        114,908$     32,195$        34,706$        173,622$     95,432$        52,408$        57,108$        99,717$        126,620$     848,740$     

Proposed Combined Share Amount 267,168$     328,329$     279,284$     267,540$     477,752$     317,980$     297,431$     262,105$     270,851$     331,294$     3,099,733$  
FY18 Share Amount (Current Formula) 271,242$      350,685$      268,322$      262,075$      370,707$      374,821$      311,271$      255,980$      262,662$      367,576$      3,095,341$  

Difference (4,074)$         (22,356)$      10,962$        5,465$          107,045$      (56,841)$      (13,840)$      6,125$          8,189$          (36,282)$      4,392$          

Proposed FY19 Phase-In Base 269,885$      343,240$      271,972$      263,895$      406,353$      355,893$      306,662$      258,019$      265,389$      355,494$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 277,928$     353,469$     280,077$     271,759$     418,462$     366,499$     315,801$     265,708$     273,297$     366,088$     3,189,088$  

% change from FY18 Base 2.5% 0.8% 4.4% 3.7% 12.9% -2.2% 1.5% 3.8% 4.0% -0.4%
change from FY18 Base 6,686$          2,784$          11,755$        9,684$          47,755$        (8,322)$         4,530$          9,728$          10,635$        (1,488)$         

Proposed FY20 Phase-In Base 276,571$      346,024$      283,727$      273,579$      454,108$      347,570$      311,192$      267,748$      276,024$      354,006$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 284,813$     356,336$     292,182$     281,732$     467,641$     357,928$     320,466$     275,727$     284,250$     364,555$     3,285,629$  

Proposed FY21 Phase-In Base 283,456$      348,891$      295,832$      283,552$      503,287$      339,000$      315,857$      277,766$      286,976$      352,473$      
with 2.98% inflation (Illustrative)* 291,903$     359,288$     304,648$     292,002$     518,285$     349,102$     325,269$     286,044$     295,528$     362,977$     3,385,047$  

* Inflation factor shown as 2.98% for illustrative purposes - actual rate may change



Appendix A-1 - Association/Mission Related Expenses
Highest  (green)  and Lowest (yellow) values removed prior to calculation of average 

FY2015 Association/Mission Related Expenses Remove
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total High/Low Avg.

Fees 14,994$        16,053$        14,339$        7,699$          10,971$          7,423$          9,199$             35,022$        31,510$          16,722$        163,932$   15,186$          
Operating 19,064$        19,045$        9,386$          8,262$          33,837$          9,660$          5,176$             6,680$          17,594$          13,434$        142,138$   12,891$          
Business 473$              2,806$          2,806$          927$              1,581$             3,931$          2,449$             2,163$          658$                1,545$          19,339$     1,867$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   575$              4,872$          124$              32$                  10,987$        189$                296$              3,137$             104$              20,316$     1,166$            
Donations 500$              2,018$          450$              350$              610$                2,800$          10,550$          300$              460$                5,200$          23,238$     1,549$            
Taxes 273$              266$              (485)$            94$                114$                (256)$            920$                61$                136$                239$              1,362$       116$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 1,713$          1,297$          82$                244$              2,982$             1,245$          1,675$             2,768$          853$                1,803$          14,662$     1,450$            

Total 40,017$        45,060$        34,450$        20,700$        53,127$          38,790$        33,158$          50,290$        57,348$          42,047$        414,987$   37,224$          

FY2016 Association/Mission Related Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Average

Fees 9,362$          16,102$        14,018$        14,745$        10,546$          21,057$        14,825$          19,966$        34,358$          8,124$          163,103$   15,077.63$    
Operating 16,009$        24,519$        9,136$          8,186$          37,854$          5,230$          7,061$             6,975$          25,218$          12,516$        152,704$   13,703$          
Business 613$              1,079$          2,924$          962$              1,170$             2,067$          2,678$             2,997$          2,472$             1,850$          18,812$     1,900$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   655$              854$              266$              35$                  13,212$        106$                209$              3,410$             361$              19,108$     737$                
Donations 600$              2,648$          1,120$          150$              750$                4,500$          11,770$          300$              774$                4,750$          27,362$     1,930$            
Taxes 156$              343$              164$              102$              875$                73$                301$                48$                -$                     242$              2,304$       179$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 1,238$          3,434$          643$              1,903$          3,292$             647$              802$                1,636$          3,508$             3,254$          20,357$     2,026$            

Total 30,978$        51,780$        31,859$        29,314$        57,522$          49,786$        40,543$          35,131$        72,740$          34,097$        433,750$   38,552$          

FY2017 - Association/Mission Related Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Average

Fees 16,163$        55,167$        20,517$        12,299$        14,981$          18,579$        4,277$             18,503$        23,034$          11,792$        195,312$   16,984$          
Operating 13,104$        23,222$        11,847$        8,818$          37,651$          7,388$          11,343$          6,569$          19,863$          13,074$        152,879$   13,582$          
Business 609$              1,233$          2,734$          998$              1,687$             4,755$          1,929$             2,848$          1,485$             1,934$          20,212$     1,856$            
Insurance (D&O) 3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          3,000$             3,000$          30,000$     3,000$            
Other Printing -$                   -$                   5,048$          157$              650$                6,246$          177$                282$              1,251$             360$              14,171$     991$                
Donations 1,225$          2,440$          1,500$          480$              300$                4,316$          10,940$          524$              750$                7,000$          29,475$     2,279$            
Taxes 733$              347$              140$              114$              467$                95$                484$                673$              771$                262$              4,086$       403$                
Furniture & Fixtures (1/2) 455$              103$              2,282$          833$              4,417$             791$              879$                684$              1,302$             2,116$          13,860$     1,168$            

Total 35,289$        85,512$        47,068$        26,699$        63,153$          45,170$        33,029$          33,083$        51,456$          39,538$        459,995$   40,262$          

Three-Year Average Mission Expenses 38,679$          Base Amount



Appendix A-2 Facility Expenses

FY15 Facility Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial 11,162$       105,431$    28,280$       16,931$       30,854$       48,409$       24,783$       34,380$       31,258$       47,886$       379,374$      
Utilities 16,622$       47,227$       11,929$       14,979$       63,004$       40,105$       25,558$       27,169$       32,376$       45,836$       324,805$      
Repairs and Maintenance 24,736$       21,890$       5,190$         6,423$         16,386$       16,357$       16,273$       14,484$       14,055$       21,454$       157,248$      

 
Total 52,520$       174,548$    45,399$       38,333$       110,244$    104,871$    66,614$       76,033$       77,689$       115,176$    861,427$      

FY16 Facility Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial 10,894$       107,476$    32,206$       17,887$       35,142$       42,402$       25,789$       36,814$       30,711$       47,854$       387,175$      
Utilities 15,499$       41,503$       9,073$         14,774$       59,426$       34,649$       21,664$       23,175$       26,286$       41,250$       287,299$      
Repairs & Maintenance 26,879$       26,844$       6,337$         6,849$         22,561$       21,529$       16,023$       11,218$       21,198$       20,142$       179,580$      

 
TOTAL 53,272$       175,823$    47,616$       39,510$       117,129$    98,580$       63,476$       71,207$       78,195$       109,246$    854,054$      

FY2017 - Facilities Expenses
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total

Janitorial expenses 12,065$       77,705$       30,035$       18,573$       34,333$       48,658$       27,077$       42,288$       36,262$       52,668$       379,664$      
Utilities 17,235$       37,951$       9,249$         14,642$       56,775$       35,873$       23,490$       24,137$       23,574$       38,344$       281,270$      
Repairs and Maintenance 15,132$       18,730$       4,849$         10,274$       28,950$       19,563$       13,661$       17,049$       20,690$       21,775$       170,673$      

 
Total 44,432$       134,386$    44,133$       43,489$       120,058$    104,094$    64,228$       83,474$       80,526$       112,787$    831,607$      

Three-Year Average 849,029$      
Total Sq. ft. 8076 14962 4192 4519 22607 12426 6824 7436 12984 16487 110513

7.68$             



Appendix A-3 Population Credit
Highest  (green)  and Lowest (yellow) values removed prior to calculation of average 

FY15 Population Credit Remove
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total High/Low Avg.

Newsletters 14,525$   11,440$   31,721$   22,015$   42,593$   20,862$   33,809$   43,795$   9,151$     13,974$   243,885$        23,867$   
Special Events 17,563$   11,404$   8,836$     6,796$     14,813$   28,333$   17,617$   8,380$     11,013$   10,457$   135,212$        12,510$   

Total 32,088$   22,844$   40,557$   28,811$   57,406$   49,195$   51,426$   52,175$   20,164$   24,431$   379,097$        36,378$   

FY16 Population Credit
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Avg.

Newsletters 12,238$   9,278$     26,512$   21,549$   29,827$   20,465$   37,518$   45,269$   14,431$   13,973$   231,060$        22,064$   
Special Events 22,677$   10,742$   9,068$     6,916$     11,783$   20,138$   31,470$   11,803$   9,590$     9,592$     143,779$        13,174$   

-$                     
Total 34,915$   20,020$   35,580$   28,465$   41,610$   40,603$   68,988$   57,072$   24,021$   23,565$   374,839$        35,238$   

FY2017 Population Credit
DSCA HCCA HRCA KCCA LRCA OMCA OBCA RHCA TCCA WLCA Total Avg.

Newsletters 12,603$   9,053$     24,306$   19,117$   28,897$   19,311$   38,298$   45,565$   13,192$   14,328$   224,670$        21,257$   
Special Events 22,984$   6,700$     9,791$     9,551$     14,423$   19,837$   38,012$   8,827$     9,164$     14,253$   153,542$        13,604$   

Total 35,587$   15,753$   34,097$   28,668$   43,320$   39,148$   76,310$   54,392$   22,356$   28,581$   378,212$        34,860$   

Three-Year Average 35,492$   



Appendix B 

50% Percentile Package Breakdown 

Village Manager 

2016 Salary Study:  $78,416 With 3% inflation:  $80,769 
401K Contribution:   $4,705 401K Contribution:  $4,846 
Employer FICA:          $5,998 Employer FICA:  $6,179 
Total Package:  $89,119 Total Package:  $91,794* 

Covenant Advisor 

2016 Salary Study:  $50,523 With 3% inflation:  $52,039 
401K Contribution:   $3,031 401K Contribution:  $3,122 
Employer FICA:          $3,865 Employer FICA:  $3,981 
Total Package:  $57,419 Total Package:  $59,142* 

*Amount used in recommended assessment share formula



Appendix C
Year End FY17 Village Cash and Reserve Balances

Cash Balances
Village 4/30/2017 4/30/2017

Dorsey's Search $174,054 $56,241
Harper's Choice $347,402 $132,664
Hickory Ridge $194,079 $92,660
Kings Contrivance $178,247 $73,787
Long Reach $372,747 $132,555
Oakland Mills $301,105 $107,179
Owen Brown $188,811 $66,822
River Hill $210,749 $60,182
Town Center $321,461 $84,204
Wilde Lake $314,579 $110,134

Total $2,603,234 $916,428

Total Cash 
Reserves



Appendix D - September 21, 2017 

Appendix D 

Compilation of Village Comments and Work Team Responses by Topic 

Base Amount 

Comment: Include all insurance costs covering mission related activities 

Response: We included all insurance cost that are common to all villages for mission related activities at 
an average cost per village. 

Comment: Include all village sponsored events and communications staffing costs  

Response: Because staffing for these two areas vary great between villages, we chose to only include 
the staffing cost of the two required positions for each village.  

Comment: Increase by 3% for each year beyond FY2016 to account for rising costs 

Response: Since the current formula is essentially funding neutral with FY18 funding, we believe any 
inflationary increase to the formula is best handled by an annual inflationary amount establish by the CA 
Board for the entire assessment share, rather than any individual component.  Since FY17 data became 
available over the summer, the Work Team used the three-year average of village expenditures (FY15-
17) as documented in each village’s yearend financial statements to account for rising costs rather than
using one year of data. 

Comment: Include overhead costs related to office furniture and equipment supporting the core mission 
(like printers) 

Response:  One half of a village’s cost for furniture and fixtures, which would include equipment like 
printers, were included in the original calculation of the base amount. 

Population Credit 

Comment: Population numbers needed to be updated to use county estimates 

Response:  We agree. The populations estimates used as part of June recommended formula are based 
on the demographics work done by CA with consultant assistance and in concert with the county and 
the State of Maryland based on the 2010 US Census and then adjusted to estimate 2017. The newly 
provided estimates created by Howard County use the number of housing units by type in each village 
as of June 2017 and then applies a vacancy rate and a persons per household factor to yield the 
estimated population by village. Either is a rational model. Both result in estimates. After consulting with 
the county, we have re-estimated the population by village using the more recent county method. The 
county has reviewed our work and concurs with the resulting estimates. 

Comment: Apply two levels to the credit to account for economies of scale 

1 
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Response:  Though there may be some merit to this idea, we simply do not know at what level this 
occurs or what amounts to apply for the credit to be properly adjusted.  

Comment: Village Manager and Covenant Advisor Increase by three percent for inflation over FY2016 
numbers 

Response:  Both were already increased by three percent in the original proposal, we simply forgot that 
we had done that at the time of the presentations. See Appendix D of the Assessment Share Formula 
Report for the calculations for the salaries that include the adjustment. 

Covenant Credit 

Comment: Differential between single-family and multi-unit structures – provide a higher credit for 
single family units 

Response: It would be difficult to determine and quantify the difference in time and effort to provide 
covenant oversight for single and multi-unit structures so we do not recommend this approach.  

Comment: Take into account the age of the village - older buildings need more upkeep/covenant work; 
older people may need more assistance 

Response:  Owners of newer homes also make exterior alternations and additions, and as sold, they 
require letters of compliance in the same way that older homes do. In addition, the covenant 
enforcement and compliance process is the same regardless the age of the home. The age of the 
householder, and their particular needs, is beyond the scope of this assessment process.  

Facility Credit 

Comment: Villages with low facility size are at disadvantage, not addressing revenue potential 

Response:  Though it is true that villages with smaller facilities will not generate as much income as 
villages with larger or more facilities, it is also true that smaller facilities should have substantially fewer 
expenses.  In addition, smaller facilities have been some of the larger contributors to the Contingency 
Fund since the current formula went into effect in FY14.  

Comment: Village with low square footage of facilities: the facility credit does not cover all their costs, 
where it does for villages with higher square footage. 

Response:  See response directly above. 

Comment: Increase square footage credit to $10 for two villages with facilities smaller than 5,000 square 
feet 

Response: See response above. We do not believe smaller facilities are disadvantaged by the formula. 

Comment: Exclude janitorial costs associated with facility rentals/leases (setup/breakdown); only 
include base operations costs 
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Response:  This approach would dramatically lower the amount of the facility credit and not in keeping 
with the point of the credit, since rentals and leases are the primary driver for the credit. 

Phase-in 

Comment: Eliminate the three-year phase in period  

Response: We believe the phase in is necessary for all villages to adjust to the new funding levels. 

Comment: For those villages whose share would be lower than the FY 18 level, cap decrease at FY19 
phase in; don't add inflation; until amount exceeds the cap amount 

Response:  As an alternative to capping a village’s decrease in funding, we are suggesting an alternative 
for the CA Board to consider that would, for any village receiving a smaller allocation of annual funds 
under the new formula than under the existing formula (comparing the proposed new formula results 
for FY18 as compared to the FY18 allocation under the existing formula), allow the village to retain FY17 
excess cash above 15 percent to lessen the impact of the reduced funding. 

Comment: Cap the decrease for villages that will receive less than the FY18 level 

Response: See the response above. 

Property Standards Evaluation 

Comment: CA should create a separate fund for this - accessible on a rotating basis by village. If this 
happens, CA should also have more oversight/standards for implementation 

Response: If the Contingency Fund is disbursed and the cap raised or eliminated, we do not believe 
there is any need for a separate or additional fund for this activity and do not recommend this. 

Contingency Fund 

Comment: Split the existing fund amount among the 10 villages 

Response: After reviewing Village Board responses and discussing this further, the Work Team is unable 
to come to agreement on how the fund should be dispersed among the villages and CA.  The village 
representatives on the Work Team would like to see the Contingency Fund dissolved and split evenly 
among the ten villages or eleven ways between CA and the villages and see the excess cash cap 
eliminated. CA would like to have the Contingency Fund dissolved and split 50 percent to CA and the 
remaining 50 percent disbursed among the ten villages. CA would also agree to see the excess cash 
reserve cap increased from 15 percent to 30 percent, but not removed altogether.  In the final report, 
the Work Team proposes an alternative on how to distribute the Contingency Funds and address excess 
cash reserve issue for FY17 and FY18.  

Comment: Split the existing fund amount among the 10 villages and CA in 11 equal amounts 

Response: See response above. 
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Comment: Waive requirements for village to return excess cash reserves to contingency for FY17 

Response: See response above. 

Comment: Waive requirements for village to return excess cash reserves to contingency for FY17 and 18 

Response: See response above.  

Comment: If there no longer is a Contingency Fund, include a mechanism to assist villages in need 

Response: With the disbursement of the Contingency Fund and an increase or removal of the excess 
cash reserve cap, we do not believe an additional mechanism is needed.  

Comment: Keep $100,000 in the fund for three years - just in case.  

Response: Similar to the response above, we do not feel it is necessary to maintain the fund given the 
infrequency of use. 

Cap on Reserves 

Comment: Eliminate the cap 

Response:  The Work Team could not come to an agreement on this issue for FY19 and beyond. There is 
strong support from Village Boards to eliminate the cap; however, CA staff believes that an increase 
from the existing 15 percent cap to a 30 percent cap beginning in FY19 allows the Village Community 
Associations to operate effectively. 

Comment: If not eliminated, exempt Contingency Fund "refunds" from being counted as part of reserves 
calculus. 

Response:  The Work Group’s final report includes this as a proposed alternative to address the inter-
related issues of the disbursement of the Contingency Funds and the excess cash reserve amounts for 
FY17 and FY18. 

Comment: If not eliminated, use a 50% cap; any excess cash should then be used by CA for specific 
village related expenses 

Response: See response above. 

Comment: Review village cash reserves in the future to assess if adjustments in the assessment share 
are needed 

Response:  We do not believe that cash reserves are an adequate gauge for determining the assessment 
share allocation, since managerial decisions can factor greatly into a village’s reserve. We prefer to focus 
on what a village is eligible for based on certain quantifiable characteristics, rather than trying to 
evaluate a village’s efficiency or performance. 

Comment: Consider profit sharing between CA and villages instead of cap 
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Response: An interesting idea, since CA does play a large role in the success of the community centers, 
but we are unable to determine a viable and formula at this time.  

Other 

Comment: Recognize that villages with older CA buildings have higher maintenance costs, ADA 
constraints.   

Response: In general, the cost of maintenance of older buildings is higher than for newer buildings. 
However, since all operating repairs and maintenance costs over $1,000 are incurred by CA as are all 
capital investments (defined as all capital investments over $2500), any cost burden for older facilities 
falls disproportionately on CA. 

Comment: Have an independent financial analyst review and determine a recommended assessment 
share for FY19/20. 

Response: The Work Team included very well-qualified members with extensive experience on the 
workings of the assessment share formula, CA and village community association history and 
relationships, village and CA finances, and financial and overall accounting practices.   

Comment: For medical /life insurance paid for by CA, make it more flexible to accommodate mid-year 
staffing changes (Management Contract issue) 

Response: This is a Management Contract issue and not taken up by the committee. The reason the 
Management Contract has this provision is that the CA budget, once approved, is not increased to 
address staffing changes and associated employer provided insurance costs during that budget year. 
These changes are addressed in the next budget year.   
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MEMORANDUM 
 
To: Assessment Share Formula Work Team (Jane Dembner, Craig Barton, Kristin Schulder, Lynn Schwartz, and Julie 
Goad) 
From: Harper’s Choice Community Association Board of Directors 
Date: August 15, 2017 
Re: Proposed Assessment Share Formula & Village Contingency Fund Changes 
 
 
The Assessment Share Formula  
 
Preliminarily, there is a philosophical issue to address.  This goes to the question of whose 
money Columbia Association is collecting and then distributing to the villages. There is a school 
of thought that the funds should be considered to belong to the villages, and that CA collects 
these funds on the villages’ behalf and then returns the same to the villages, in lieu of each 
village imposing its own assessment and managing its own funds entirely.  On the other hand, 
there is a school of thought that Columbia Association collects and utilizes funds for its own use 
and then – determining that it is to CA’s benefit to ensure healthy villages – grants funds to each 
village. Underlying this latter philosophy is a belief that the villages really don’t have any 
authority in the matter. 
 
Obviously, were it not for CA’s performing that function and distributing funds to each village, 
each village would be separately obligated to assess funds on its owners.  This undeniable fact 
tends to support the idea that there is “village money” included in the CA assessment.   
 
If each village were to assess its owners, it seems unlikely that they would do so using a uniform 
assessment rate. Instead, each village would have its own formula and assessment rate, and it 
would impose that rate on its owners. This reality tends to support the idea that CA alone is 
collecting funds on behalf of CA, without regard for the villages’ interest in the process. Of 
course, as we know, CA imposes a single assessment rate across village borders. This fact too 
tends to support the idea that it is all “CA money.” 
 
These polar views are overly simplistic and belie a central truth.   Each separate village, and 
Columbia as a town of ten villages, collectively benefit from a universal assessment rate.  It is 
unlikely that anyone would disagree that it would be a bad idea for villages to compete against 
each other over assessment rates.  We already see the impact of not having an assessment when 
outparcels are marketed for sale.  
 
Within these parameters, the approach to the new assessment share formula, as we understand it, 
seems generally sensible and sound.  It establishes a base cost for all villages, and then adds to 
that base cost additional funds for the facilities that each village must support.    

Kahler Hall 
5440 Old Tucker Row  •  Columbia, MD 21044 

410-730-0770  •  fax 410-730-8046 
www.harperschoice.org 
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Unfortunately, this formula creates some “winners” and some “losers” with respect to the actual 
level of funding that will be distributed. We propose that instead of taking resources away from 
those villages who end up in the “losing” category, that there be a cap placed on the FY19 base 
amounts, eliminating future annual inflation adjustments until the loss of not receiving the annual 
inflation adjustments equal the amounts that would have been reduced in the bases. In addition, 
we recommend that the credits for the Village Manager and Covenant Advisor positions, which 
were based on 2016 figures, include a three percent inflationary increase per year. 
 
The Contingency Fund 
 
With respect to the Contingency Fund, the proposal to eliminate it and allow individual villages 
to better exercise control over their cash reserves is long overdue. However, we do find a couple 
of problems with the proposal as it has been presented. 
 
First, we do not believe that there should be any cap at all on cash reserves. Instead, when the 
assessment share formula is revisited in a few years, the cash reserve funds held by each village 
could be reviewed and become a factor in the review of how the new assessment share formula is 
working. Potential adjustments can be made at that time, if necessary. Of course, it would be 
useful to determine in advance how that process would work. 
 
Second, CA should not retain any of the money in the Contingency Fund. All existing moneys in 
the Contingency Fund should be returned to the villages. These moneys were previously 
budgeted for, accounted for, and distributed to and on behalf of the villages.  Furthermore, this 
course of action would serve to reinforce the perception (again, as noted above, an erroneous 
one, in our opinion) that the villages don’t have an equitable interest in CA assessment funds. 
 
Third, waive the requirement for villages to pay money into the Contingency Fund as of FY17.   
 
We hope the above observations are useful to the Work Team and CA Board. We would be 
happy to discuss these ideas if that is deemed useful. 



Hickory Ridge Community Association 
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DATE:  August 14, 2017 
 

TO:   Assessment Share Formula Work Team: Craig Barton, Jane Dembner, Julie Goad,  
  Kristin Schulder, Lynn Schwartz 
 

FROM:  Hickory Ridge Village Board 
 

RE: Assessment Share Formula Comments 

 
The Hickory Ridge Village Board recognizes the significant effort made by the work team to revise the 
current Assessment Share Formula into meaningful and quantifiable components. The Board is 
supportive of the recommendation, but would like to suggest the following modifications to the 
proposed formula: 
 

• The Village Board supports the elimination of the contingency fund. However, capping the cash 
reserves limits could potentially leave a village vulnerable if it were to incur unexpected 
expenses or lost revenue. The Board would prefer no cap, but is amenable to a 50% cap on the 
cash reserves, if the overage would be used by CA specifically for village related expenses. 
Increasing a village’s reserves enables a village to save for unforeseen expenses and large 
expenditures in future fiscal years.  
 

• If the contingency fund is closed, to avoid unnecessary arguments over who is entitled to what 
portion of the funds, we suggest that the remaining amount be shared equally among the ten 
villages and CA. In addition, the villages should not have to put any overages into the fund for 
FY2018.  Should a cash reserves cap be imposed, we request that the disbursed funds, along 
with any FY2018 overages be exempt, so a village is not compelled to spend the money right 
away and can opt to save it for future expenses.  
 

• The base salary amount used for the Covenant Advisor and Village Manager should be increased 
by 3% to account for the inflationary impact for the past year. 
 

• The Facility Credit philosophy is defined as “funding to help defray some* of the costs 
associated with managing the community buildings. *Not all costs because village rental income 
generated is retained by the association.” The Facility Credit formula does not account for the 
potential revenue each facility can generate. The only variable is the total square footage of the 
facilities for each village. The assumption that a larger facility will have higher operating 
expenses also comes with the assumption that the rental revenue will be greater as well. This 
simplistic calculation places smaller sized facilities at a disadvantage, as these villages are asked 
to use a greater portion of their rental revenue to cover operating expenses. Based on the 
numbers provided by the work team, all operating expenses are covered for some villages, while 
other villages, including the smallest, Hickory Ridge, are asked to make up the difference. It 
doesn’t appear reasonable and it isn’t in keeping with the philosophy stated by the work team. 
We suggest increasing the formula’s Sq. Ft. dollar amount to $10.00 for the two villages with the 
significantly smaller facilities (under 5,000 Sq. Ft.).  



 

 Kings Contrivance Community Association 

                Amherst House 7251 Eden Brook Drive, Columbia, Maryland 21046 
(410) 381-9600    Fax (410)381-9628 
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Date: July 20, 2017 
 
To: The Assessment Share Formula Work Team; Jane Dembner, Craig Barton, Kristin Schulder, 
Lynn Schwartz and Julie Goad 
 
From: Kings Contrivance Village Board 
 
Re: Assessment Share Formula Recommendations 
 
Following the review of the Assessment Share Formula recommendations we wanted to thank you 
for the diligent work you all put into this work team. The time spent over the last several months is 
greatly appreciated. We have reviewed the materials and feel that the new formula captures the 
differences in the villages. Changes are always difficult and the plan to phase in the new formula 
was a good one.  
 
We agree that the current contingency fund and cap on reserves should be changed. The 
contingency fund was set up to deal with unusual circumstances, but has some unintended 
consequences when it’s linked with having a cap on cash reserves of 15%. Keeping only 15% 
reserves on hand is insufficient for saving for large expenses, dealing with emergencies or paying 
for one-time unexpected expenses without having the contingency fund as additional available 
funding as well.  
 
To ensure that the villages run more efficiently we suggest having no cap on the cash reserves. This 
would enable villages to save for expenses in the long term. Currently there is no mechanism for 
saving and a disincentive to having excess funds beyond the cap at the end of the fiscal year. 
Having no cap would allow villages to save wisely over several years for large expenses to improve 
the buildings like new blinds, chairs and furniture or provide for more expensive programs that 
currently cannot happen. Currently a village can only begin to look at expensive purchases in the 
latter part of the fiscal year when they are aware of their financial position and scramble to make a 
purchase before the end of year because the cap on cash reserves does not allow them to keep the 
funds for purchases in the following year. With no cap, a village could sensibly make purchases 
and save in small increments.  
 
Having no cap would also allow a village who successfully managed their business be able to serve 
the residents better with improved, more expensive programs if they knew they had the monies to 
use in the following fiscal year rather than returning it to a contingency fund or CA. The current 
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cap limit does not allow for any monies to be used for future fiscal years to service the residents in 
any way. A successful village should not be hindered in this way.  
 
We also suggest that the contingency fund be closed and the amounts in that fund be evenly split 
amongst the villages. The assessment share was never intended to be CA’s money. It was set up to 
deliver to the villages the monies collected by CA from the residents because the villages never 
collected monies from residents themselves. CA was only the source of collection to simplify what 
was billed to residents when Columbia was established 50 years ago.  
 
We understand that change is hard, some villages will benefit from the changes in the formula, 
while others will see a reduction in funding and need to make severe changes to the way that they 
do business. We suggest that although the recommended phase in period of 3 years was a good 
one, we would also recommend that any village who is putting monies in the contingency fund for 
Fiscal Year 2017 that just ended, be instead allowed to keep those funds to ease the change in 
formula and prevent that new money being split again amongst all the villages.  
 
Our final point is that if the contingency fund is returned to the villages, then we must be certain 
that those funds do actually remain with the village for the long term and are designated in a 
separate account that would be exempt from any cash reserves cap (if there is one) in future years. 
Otherwise, a village may find that although they are receiving the monies this year, they are simply 
returning it to CA next year because of excess cash reserves, which would not be the intention.  
 
Thank you again for all your efforts to work on this committee.  
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To: Columbia Association/Village Association Assessment Share Review 

Committee 

From: Long Reach Community Association 

Date: August 8, 2017 

We would like to thank the committee for their work on the assessment share 

review.  Many of the concerns of the Long Reach Community Association with the 

past reiterations of the formula have finally been addressed with this review.  

Assessment Share Formula Recommendations: 

• Contingency Fund – It is our recommendation that the contingency fund be eliminated with the 

reserve funds that have already collected distributed equally between the village associations 

and CA (split equally 11 ways).  Furthermore, the distribution share should be exempt from any 

cap and not calculated into the village’s cash reserves.  If it is decided that the contingency fund 

will be dissolved, then any overages from FY17 should not be collected.   

 

• Cash Reserves – Long Reach would like to see the current recommended 30% cap on cash 

reserves removed.  This would allow villages to be able to plan over several years for larger 

expenses that could be used to improve the facilities and for programs beneficial to the 

residents.  Eliminating the cap would also act as an incentive to run the associations in the most 

efficient and beneficial manner for the future of the associations.   

 

• Apply a 3% increase for the two job positions to reflect the inflationary factor. 

 

• Waive the contingency fund contributions retroactive to FY17. 

 



August 11, 2017 
 
To:  Assessment Share Formula Work Team 
 
Fr:  Kristin Shulder, Wilde Lake Community Association 
 
Re:  Assessment Share Formula Proposal 
 
The Wilde Lake Village Board reviewed the assessment share formula draft proposal on 
Monday, August 7.  The Board appreciates the time and effort of the work team.  Members 
agreed that the draft formula is well thought out and is much easier to understand than the 
current formula.  They think that the draft formula clearly shows how much of the funding is 
allocated to support the Village Community Association missions and how much is allocated for 
management of Village facilities.    
 
The Village Board recommends the following modifications to the proposal:  
 

1. Recalculate the Village Manager and Covenant credits by adjusting the 2016 Salary 
Study components using an inflation factor of 3% per year.  
 

2. Base Amount, Population Credit and Facility Credit were calculated using FY2016 
expenses.  Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% per year.    
 

3. For situations in which the combined share amount is less than the actual FY2018 
assessment share, cap decrease at proposed FY2019 Phase-in Base amount.  Keep 
allocation flat (i.e. no annual inflation adjustments) until the combined share amount 
equals or exceeds the cap amount.  

 
4. Eliminate the cap on Excess Cash Reserves altogether.  

 
5. In place of a cap on cash reserves and in recognition of the partnership between the 

Village Community Associations and Columbia Association, consider a “profit sharing” 
agreement between the Village Community Associations and CA.   

 
6. Distribute funds from the Village Contingency Fund equally among the ten Village 

Community Associations and Columbia Association (i.e. split 11 ways).   

7. Waive Contingency Fund contributions for FY2018.    
 

8. Request that Columbia Association create and fund a standardized Property Standard 
Evaluation program which would involve a rotating schedule for regular property 
evaluations for all Villages.    
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Oakland Mills Community Association 
The Other Barn ● 5851 Robert Oliver Place  

Columbia, MD   21045 
410-730-4610 ● oaklandmills.org 

 

 

August 10, 2017 

 

 

To: Assessment Share Formula Work Team 

  

From: Jonathan Edelson, Chairman, Oakland Mills Board of Directors 

 

Subj: Comments and Suggested Recommendations, Assessment Share Formula,  

Draft Proposed Recommendations 

 

 
 

After reviewing the proposed Assessment Share Formula and discussing the draft with the 

Oakland Mills Board of Directors, I’d like to begin by thanking the committee for the work that 

went into the proposed formula.  Nevertheless, the OMCA Board has serious concerns about the 

proposal.  Columbia’s ten villages are very different from one another. While the unique identity 

of each village makes Columbia special, it also presents challenges in developing a share 

assessment that is appropriate for each village.  Thus we strongly urge the committee to consider 

the following recommendations from Oakland Mills. 

 

Our recommendations are not listed in priority order since all should be considered equally.  A 

detailed discussion follows the list of recommendations. 

 

1. Cap the amount of share decrease for villages that will incur a decrease in their 

assessment share. 

2. Discontinue/Disband the Contingency Fund retroactive to the end of FY17. 

Close the fund and do not accept funds from villages for FY17. Villages should 

retain the amount that would have been sent to the contingency fund. 

3. Disburse the entire Contingency Fund evenly among the ten village 

associations. 

4. Remove the cap on Cash Reserves 

5. Add 3% to the base salary amount for the Village Manager and Covenant Advisor 

(the draft uses the base amount from the 2016 study). 

6. Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% to the base amount for Population 

Credit and Facility Credit where were calculated using FY2016 expenses.  
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7) Recognize the disparate needs created by older housing stock and greater 

numbers of elderly and/or economically disadvantaged residents in the older 

villages.  

8) Allow for the increased expense of maintaining historic facilities whose 

unique attributes make them expensive to maintain and to comply with ADA 

requirements. 

9) Continue to fund a Property Standards Evaluation (PSE). 

10) Hire an Independent Financial Analyst to analyze, review, and make 

recommendations for a new Assessment Share Formula. 

 
DETAILED DISCUSSION 

 

1.  Cap the amount of share decrease for villages that will incur a decrease in assessment share. 

 

There is a great disparity between the villages that will be receive a significant increase in 

assessment share funds and the villages that will receive a significant and substantial decrease in 

funding under the proposed formula. While some factors are not quantifiable, the result should 

be fair and equitable.  The proposed assessment share decrease for Oakland Mills of $53,866 

will have a direct and negative impact on our mission. It will dramatically affect the village’s 

operating revenue, which will be highly detrimental to village operations, community events, and 

programs, and communications (costs associated with newsletters/advertising).  We will need to 

reassess our rental fees, which increase each year, and hope that we don’t exceed prevailing 

market rates for a facility such as ours.  In order to operate our four facilities safely, we cannot 

reduce expenses associated with maintenance, repairs, and rentals.  The proposed decrease in the 

assessment share will likely result in cutting staff hours and possibly eliminating staff positions. 

These staffing changes will directly impact the day-to-day service we provide. 

 

2.  Discontinue/Disband the Contingency Fund retroactive to the end of FY17 and allow all 

villages to retain the FY17 funds that would have been returned to the Contingency Fund.  This 

is fair to all villages and especially important for those villages that will see a decrease in the 

assessment share.  It also gives them time to adjust to the new formula. 

 

3.  Disburse Contingency Funds Equally among the ten villages.     
The money in the fund was from the villages and should be given directly back to the villages in 

an equal amount.  It is critical that the money returned to each village from the current 

contingency fund remain with the villages and not count as part of the village cash reserve.  

Villages should no longer contribute to the cash reserve beginning with FY 17 (just ended). 

 

 

4.  Remove the Cap on Cash Reserves: To enable a village to create a business model and 

operate efficiently, we recommend removing the cap on the cash reserves.  The current cap of 

15% and the suggested cap of 30% provide no mechanism for prudent saving, funding 

emergency reserves, and planning for the future.  
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Allowing the villages to retain all of their cash reserves will enable them to craft a timeframe for 

large purchases such as computers, security system upgrades, audio/visual upgrades and 

enhancements, and furnishing.  We will be able to plan ahead, prepare for emergencies, and 

spend wisely.  Retaining cash reserves will enable the villages to serve their residents and fulfil 

their mission by providing special event programs, such as the Oakland Mills 50
th

 Birthday 

Celebration in FY19.  Oakland Mills will need to spend funds outside of our normal yearly 

operating budget to celebrate this milestone appropriately.  

 

5. Adjust the salary amount used for FY 18 by adding 3% to the salary for the Village 

Manager and Covenant Advisor.  This will account for the inflation factor since the salary 

amounts used in the draft were from the 2016 salary study. 

 

6. Adjust totals using an inflation factor of 3% to the base amount for Population 

Credit and Facility Credit where were calculated using FY2016 expenses.  

 

7. Recognize the disparate needs created by older housing stock and greater numbers of 

elderly and/or economically disadvantaged residents in the older villages. Though hard to 

quantify, the costs associated with Covenant Compliance are undoubtedly greater when dealing 

with 48-year-old housing stock. The ability of an elderly and, in some cases, economically 

challenged population to perform the required maintenance is another factor that must be 

weighed. 

 

8.  Allow for the increased expense of maintaining historic facilities whose unique attributes 

make them expensive to maintain and to comply with ADA requirements. 

The Other Barn is a 100-year-old multi-level facility that is one of the few remnants of our 

agricultural past.  Preserving and adapting this signature structure presents unique challenges. 

For example, we are limited by only being able to book one rental at a time because we have one 

kitchen, one set of restrooms, and no second floor restroom.  The elevator is tiny and requires 

manual operation.  Most other village centers have two distinct areas to rent, giving them the 

ability to generate more income. Square footage should not be the only factor when determining 

the base costs associated with facilities; it is critical to consider the overall functionality of the 

facilities and the associated maintenance costs. 

 

9. Continue to Fund Property Standards Evaluations.  The PSE is a vital mechanism to 

achieve property maintenance, which is the very bedrock of Columbia’s Covenants.  We suggest 

funding a PSE on a rotating basis for all villages.  Properly maintained properties increase 

property values, enhance our communities, and increase CA’s assessment revenue. 

Oakland Mills requested funds for a PSE in FY18 but was told to wait and resubmit a request in 

FY19.  We did just that.  However, if the current proposal passes, CA will no longer fund the 

PSE. Given the proposed decrease in our assessment share, we will be unable to pay for a PSE 

with village funds. 

 

10. Independent Financial Analyst: Based on the multi-faceted issues involved in formulating 

a new assessment share formula, we recommend that the committee consider hiring an 

independent financial analyst.  The scope of work should be to review and analyze the current 
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assessment share formula, and the proposed formula, and to provide recommendations for a new 

base assessment share for FY19/20. 

 

We respectfully urge you to consider our comments.  We will be happy to discuss them further at 

your convenience. 



 

Owen Brown Assessment Share Approval 

From Craig Barton, on July 20 by email 

At our Board meeting on Tuesday, the Owen Brown Board voted to support the Work Team’s 
recommendations regarding the assessment share formula and changes to the Reserve Cap and Contingency 
fund, with one exception.  The Board would like to see $100,000 left in the contingency fund during the time of 
the phase in (3 years), in case any unforeseen emergency were to arise.  After which time, the remaining funds 
would be disbursed in the same manner as the rest of the funds. 

 























                   

                     Town Center Community Association 
   5430 Vantage Point Road – Columbia, Maryland 21044 
 

 
Telephone 410-730-4744/410-730-4801 – Fax 410-730-1823 

villagemanager@columbiatowncenter.org – www.columbiatowncenter.org 

 
Date: August 10, 2017 
 
To: Columbia Association/Village Center Committee on Assessment Share 
 
From: Linda Wengel, Chairperson, Town Center Village Board 
 
Re:     Comments on Assessment Share Formula 
 
 
The TCCA Board appreciates all the hard work that went into creating a new formula and is 
very happy with the process and most of the results. Below are a few additions/modifications 
we would like to be considered.  
 

1. Please consider adding 2.98% raise for each year beyond the 2016 salary survey when 
considering salary expenditures.  
 

2. Request that the current contingency fund is distributed as 100% to Villages since it is 
their money to begin with. 
 

3. Insure that as population increases, the share increases accordingly and timely. 
 

4. Eliminate the 30% cap on cash reserves 
 

5. If it is determined that the Contingency Fund is dismantled, the villages should not have 
to put any overages into it for FY2018. 
 
 

Thank you for your consideration.  
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 1 
       DRAFT  2 

Minutes of the 3 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 4 

Held: October 26, 2017 5 
 6 
         To be approved: November 9, 2017 7 
 8 

A meeting of the Columbia Association Board of Directors was held on Thursday, October 26, 2017 at 9 
Columbia Association headquarters. Present were Chairman Andy Stack and members Dick Boulton, Lin 10 
Eagan, Janet Evans, Alan Klein, Milton W. Matthews, Nancy McCord, Gregg Schwind, Ginny Thomas, Chao 11 
Wu and Shari Zaret.  Also present was CA Vice President/CFO Susan Krabbe. 12 
  13 
1. Call to Order: The Board of Directors Meeting was called to order at 7:35 p.m. by Chairman Andy Stack. 14 
    Mr. Stack announced the directors and senior staff in attendance, reminded attendees that the meeting is being 15 
 recorded and broadcast, and read CA’s Five Civility Principles. 16 
 17 
2. Announcement of Closed/Special Meetings: 18 

The Board of Directors held a closed meeting on September 28, 2017. Members present were Chairman 19 
Andy Stack and members Dick Boulton, Lin Eagan, Janet Evans, Alan Klein, Milton Matthews, Nancy 20 
McCord, Ginny Thomas, and Shari Zaret.  The vote to close the meeting was 8-0-0. 21 
 22 
The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Act, Md. Code, Real Property §11B-111 23 
(4)(vi) consideration of the terms or conditions of a business transaction in the negotiation stage if the 24 
disclosure could adversely affect the economic interests of the homeowners association. The meeting was 25 
closed from 7:04 p.m. until 7:45 p.m. to discuss a lease. 26 
 27 
The Architectural Resource Committee held a closed meeting on October 23, 2017 at Columbia Association 28 
headquarters. Members present were Sheri Fanaroff, Deb Bach, Evamarie Lambright, and Tom Mungo. The 29 
vote to close the meeting was 4-0-0.   30 
 31 
The closed meeting was authorized under the Maryland Homeowners Act, Md. Code, Real Property §11B-111 32 
(4)(iv) consultation with staff personnel, consultants, attorneys, board members or other persons in connection 33 
with pending or potential litigation or other legal matters. The meeting was closed from 1:10 p.m. until 34 
2:37 p.m. to discuss new and ongoing covenant cases. 35 

 36 
3.  Approval of Agenda 37 
 Mr. Stack suggested placing Item 8(b)(3) re: Paris Agreement on Climate Accord above the two agenda 38 
 items that precede it. 39 

 Action: Ms. Zaret moved to approve the agenda as amended. Mr. Wu seconded the motion, which passed 40 
unanimously. Vote: 10-0-0. 41 

4. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest: none 42 

5. Resident Speakout:  43 
a)  Tim Lattimer, Long Reach, spoke about the Climate Accord, a citizen’s  climate advisory board, CA’s 44 
efforts to become more “green” and energy-efficient, and about Long Reach Village Center revitalization.  45 

b)  Joel Hurewitz, Harpers Choice, spoke about the Paris Agreement on Climate Accord. 46 
c)  Richard Deutschmann, Owen Brown, spoke about “We Are All In” support of Paris Agreement on Climate 47 

Accord and about establishing a climate advisory board. 48 
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6. Chairman’s Remarks: 49 
    Mr. Stack provided a written report and announced the following meetings and events:  50 

Oct 26-31 CarnEVIL (Symphony Woods at Merriweather Park)  6:00   PM 51 
Oct 26 Walking Tour Hickory Ridge      10:00 AM 52 
Oct 26 Risk Management Committee (Board Only)    7:00   PM 53 
Oct 26 CA Board Meeting       7:30   PM 54 
Oct 27 Art History & Tour       10:00 AM RR 55 
Oct 27 King’s Contrivance Halloween Happenings    5:00   PM 56 
Oct 28 Fall Community Clean-up      10:00 AM 57 
Oct 30 FootGolf after dark       6:00   PM RR 58 
Oct 30 Town Center Murder Mystery     7:00   PM RR 59 
Nov 4 Fitness, Fun, & Friends      8:00   AM 60 
Nov 8 Volunteering Made Easy      6:00   PM RR 61 
Nov 9 CA Board Work Session followed by Board Meeting   7:30   PM 62 
Nov 10 CA Veterans Day Celebration     Noon 63 
Nov 10/11 Wilde Lake Arts & Craft Show     5:00   PM 64 
Nov 11 Town Center Holiday Craft Fair     10:00 AM 65 
Nov 27 BOC meeting       7:30   PM 66 
RR = Registration Required 67 
 68 
He also attended the Oceania CultureFest on October 22 and the speakers series event on October 25. He 69 
welcomed Messrs. Boulton and Klein back from their trip to Liyang, China. Mr. Boulton described some of 70 
the places they visited during the trip and presented Mr. Matthews with Liyang’s official letter of intent to 71 
form a sister city relationship with Columbia. 72 

  73 
7. Reports/Presentations  74 

(a) President’s Report 75 
      Mr. Matthews provided a written report. In response to questions from Board members, Mr. Matthews       76 
  said Long Reach Tennis Center is still on budget and on track to be completed during the first quarter of 77 
  2018. 78 

 79 
    (b) Report from the CA Representative to the Inner Arbor Trust Board of Directors 80 

     Ms. Eagan provided a written report. In response to questions, she said: 81 
 - IAT is probably not raising as much money as expected but the Trust is beginning to plan off-season 82 
 events for Merriweather Park. 83 
 - The Butterfly feature may be scaled down from the original proposal. 84 
 - IAT has talked to a number of potential sponsors. 85 
 - IAT will present a business plan to CA in February. 86 
 - IAT has modified its plan for lighting for the Chrysalis because the $125,000 in State funding they 87 
 received is not sufficient to implement the original lighting plan. 88 
 - IAT doesn’t think it is practical to buy its own sound system; groups using the Chrysalis can rent 89 
 speakers. 90 
 - IAT is developing new policies and procedures about what can and cannot be done in the park. 91 
 - The 2017 Symphony of Lights does not allow cars in the park. 92 
 93 

(c) Financial Reports - None 94 
 95 

(d) Department Overview – Sport and Fitness 96 
 Director Dan Burns introduced staff who gave overviews of the following divisions of the Sport and Fitness 97 
 Department: Aquatics, Fitness Clubs, Golf Facilities, Sports Park/Skate Park, and Tennis. 98 

  99 
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8. Board Action 100 
 (a) Consent Agenda  101 

1. Approval of Minutes – September 28, 2017 102 
    The minutes were approved without objection. 103 

  104 
 (b) Board Votes 105 

3. Paris Agreement on Climate Accord (moved on the agenda) 106 
 Action:  Mr. Klein moved to authorize the CA President to sign an open letter to the international 107 
  community indicating CA’s support for the Paris Agreement on Climate Accord. Ms. Thomas 108 
  seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  Vote: 10-0-0. 109 

 110 
1. Vote to include Major Capital Projects and New Operating Initiatives received to date in the Proposed   111 

FY 2019 and Conditional FY 2020 Budgets  112 
 113 
Action: Ms. McCord moved that the Board include major capital projects and new operating initiatives 114 

received to date in the Proposed FY 2019 and Conditional FY 2020 budgets. Ms. Zaret 115 
seconded the motion. 116 

 117 
Action: Mr. Klein moved to amend the motion to only vote on whether to approve inclusion of 118 

proposed budget items that received favorable straw votes from all seven Board members who 119 
discussed the proposals during work sessions this month. Mr. Wu seconded the motion, which 120 
failed. Vote: 3-7-0. 121 
For:  Messrs. Klein and Wu, and Ms. Evans 122 
Against: Messrs. Boulton, Schwind and Stack; and Mses. Eagan, McCord, Thomas, and Zaret 123 
Abstain: none 124 

 125 
Action: Ms. Evans moved to amend the motion to make including $530,000 in the budget proposal for 126 

IAT for a pathway in Merriweather Park contingent on IAT providing the Board with a more 127 
sustainable plan re: construction and maintenance for the park. Mr. Klein seconded the motion, 128 
which failed. Vote: 5-5-0. 129 
For:  Messrs. Boulton, Klein and Wu, and Ms. Evans and Thomas 130 
Against: Messrs. Schwind and Stack; and Mses. Eagan, McCord, and Zaret 131 
Abstain: none 132 

 133 
Action: Ms. McCord’s original motion to include capital and operating initiatives received to date in the 134 

proposed FY 2019 and conditional FY 2020 budgets was voted on and passed. Vote: 5-3-2. 135 
For: Messrs. Schwind and Stack; and Mses. Eagan, McCord, and Zaret 136 
Against: Messrs. Boulton, and Klein; and Ms. Evans 137 
Abstain: Ms. Thomas and Mr. Wu 138 

 139 
2.  Assessment Share Work Group Final Report and Recommendations  140 

Ms. Krabbe commended the assessment share work group and noted that the assessment share funds 141 
serve the same people -- the Columbia community -- whether the funds are administered by CA or the 142 
villages. She said there seems to be general agreement that the contingency fund is no longer 143 
necessary, and she recommended that the fund be distributed 50/50 between the villages and CA, given 144 
that CA provides 60% of the villages’ revenue, collectively. She recommended raising the village’s 145 
operating reserve cap (the percentage of fiscal year operating expenses, minus depreciation, villages 146 
are permitted to maintain in cash and/or investments) to 30%; it is currently 15%. She also 147 
recommended establishing internal control reviews, cash reserve policies and investment policies for 148 
the villages’ use of the funds. 149 
 150 
Action: Mr. Schwind moved that the Board approve the revised allocation formula recommended by 151 
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   the assessment share work group.  Ms. Evans seconded the motion, which passed. Vote: 8-1-1. 152 
   For:  Mses. Evans, Thomas, Eagan, McCord and Mses. Boulton, Klein, Schwind and Stack. 153 
  Against: Mr. Wu 154 
  Abstain: Ms. Zaret (out of the room at the time of the vote) 155 

  156 

Action: Mr. Boulton moved to implement a three-year phase-in of the assessment share reallocation 157 
 formula. Mr. Schwind seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Vote: 10-0-0. 158 
 159 
Action: Mr. Klein moved that the balance of the contingency fund and any future money that goes into 160 

it be distributed to all 10 villages equally. Mr. Boulton seconded the motion. (Mr. Klein 161 
accepted Mr. Wu’s amendment to require each village to implement fund reserve and internal 162 
review policies.). The amended motion failed. Vote: 3-7-0. 163 
For:  Messrs. Boulton, Klein and Wu 164 
Against: Messrs.: Schwind and Stack; and Mses. Eagan, Evans, McCord, Thomas, and Zaret 165 
Abstain: none 166 

 167 
Action: Mr. Stack moved that the contingency fund be split 50/50 between CA and the villages, and that 168 

CA pays the villages’ portion out over a three-year period. Mr. Schwind seconded the motion, 169 
which passed. Vote: 6-4-0. 170 
For:  Mses. Thomas, Zaret, Evans, Eagan and Messrs. Schwind and Stack 171 
Against: Messrs. Boulton, Klein, and Wu; and Ms. McCord 172 
Abstain: none 173 

 174 
  Action:  Mr. Klein moved to remove the villages’ reserve cap. Ms. McCord seconded the motion,  which 175 

 failed. Vote: 3-6-1.  176 
 For:   Messrs. Boulton, Klein and Wu 177 
 Against: Messrs. Schwind and Stack; and Mses. Eagan, McCord, Thomas, and Zaret 178 
 Abstain: Ms. Evans 179 

 180 
 Action:   Mr. Stack moved to raise the villages’ operating reserve cap to 30% of non-CA income. Mr. 181 

 Schwind seconded the motion, which was discussed and tabled.  182 
 183 
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 p.m., without addressing the following agenda items: 184 
 185 
9. For Your Information: Howard County Economic Development Authority September 2017 STAT Report 186 
  187 
10. Tracking Forms 188 
  (a) Tracking Form for Board Requests 189 
  (b) Tracking Form for Resident Requests 190 

11. Talking Points 191 
 192 
Respectfully submitted, 193 
 194 
Valerie Montague 195 
Recording Secretary 196 



Board Request Tracking Log
FY 18

As of November 3, 2017

1

2

3

4

5

A B C D E F

Originator Issue/Task Description

Origination 
Date

Assigned To 
(Department) Due Date Resolution

Gregg Schwind

In December 2016 a response 
was given to Reg Avery re: 
Haven on the Lake. The 
response included a table 
reflecting that, for 2017, Haven 
was projected to lose $1.202M 
($1.482M in income vs. $2.684M 
in expenses). Please send actual 
2017 numbers when the books 
are closed on 2017. 4/22/2017 CFO's Office 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/30/17

Gregg Schwind

According to the response to 
Reg, the $1.482M in projected 
Haven income included $616K in 
Package Plan allocation. When 
sending the acual 2017 numbers, 
please explain staff's reasoning 
for the PP allocation to the 
Haven and whether it will 
continue in the future. 4/22/2017 CFO's Office 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/30/17

CA BOD

Please prepare a document for 
the Inner Arbor Trust, 
Downtown Columbia 
Partnership, and Downtown 
Columbia Arts & Culture 
Commission showing its 
purpose, funding sources, and 
how it relates to CA 5/11/2017

Office of the CA 
President/CEO 7/31/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/25/17

Alan Klein
Where on the CA website can 
its policies be found? 05/25/17

Communications & 
Marketing 6/25/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/27/17

1



Board Request Tracking Log
FY 18

As of November 3, 2017

1

A B C D E F

Originator Issue/Task Description

Origination 
Date

Assigned To 
(Department) Due Date Resolution

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Andy Stack and 
Nancy McCord

Can CA have an on-line 
calendar, accessible to the 
community, which would list all 
CA, Village, and other CA-
affiliated activities, such as the 
50th Birthday? Each 
organization could maintain its 
portion of the calendar. 5/31/2017

Communications & 
Marketing 6/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/10/17

Alan Klein

What are the "playing" 
capabilities of the carillon bells, 
other than chimes at designated 
times? 6/8/2017 Open Space 7/8/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/16/17

Chao Wu

Is there an update on the 
annexation process for the 
Simpson Oak Development in 
River Hill? 6/26/2017 General Counsel 7/26/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 7/7/17

Janet Evans

Request for information related 
to pools, swim lanes, pool 
temperatures, and shutdowns as 
delineated in her e-mail of 
8/17/17. 8/17/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/17/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 8/21/17

Gregg Schwind

Could Staff please provide a 
summary of what it is doing to 
improve the relationship 
between the Turn House and 
the golf community. 8/30/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/30/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 9/18/17

2



Resident Request Tracking Log
FY 18

As of November 3, 2017

1

2

3

4

5

A B C D E F

Originator Issue/Task Description

Origination 
Date

Assigned To 
(Department) Due Date Resolution

Russ Swatek

What is CA committing to in 
operating the Village Green in 
the Long Reach redevelopment 
proposal, and what are the 
projected expenses? 5/11/2017

Planning and 
Community Affairs 6/11/2017

E-mail sent 
to the BOD 
on 6/13/17

Kevin McAliley

Please provide him with recent 
membership lists for the Tennis, 
Teen & Middle School, and 
Watershed Advisory 
Committees. 6/13/2017

Office of the 
President/CEO 7/13/2017

E-mail sent 
on 7/7/17

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the minutes of CA's Golf & 
Green Advisory Committee 
meeting at which the 
Committee made the following 
recommendation for 
consideration by the CA BOD: 
"Distribution of alcoholic 
beverages at Fairway Hills Golf 
Club from the beverage cart." 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the Pro Forma or similar 
document describing the 
financial projections for the sale 
of beer from the beverage carts 
operating on Fairway Hills cart 
paths. 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017

1
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1

A B C D E F

Originator Issue/Task Description

Origination 
Date

Assigned To 
(Department) Due Date Resolution

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Please provide them with a copy 
of the Howard County Liquor 
Board license for (the) Fairway 
Hills Golf Club. 8/7/2017 Sport and Fitness 9/7/2017

Letter sent 
on 8/22/2017

Tom and Ginger 
Scott

Questions re: vehicle from 
which sale of alcohol on the cart 
paths at Fairway Hills may take 
place 9/3/2017 Sport and Fitness 10/3/2017

Letter sent 
on 9/19/2017

2


